
Bring your terminological entries to a qualitatively new 
level with more in-depth descriptions

eptos™ Terminology Manager

Different and inconsistent terminology in the description of products or 
properties, symbols, spellings and translations makes it much more 
difficult to understand the descriptive texts, property names and other 
values across the product.



eptos™ Terminology Manager helps to create and adhere to consistent 
human centric terminology and translations and also provides a central 
storage for uniquely identified terminological entries and their 
representations.



By using eptos™ Terminology 
Manageryou can easily create a 
library ofterminological concepts 
with manyoptions, such as 
terminologicalentries in different 
languages, with atype (e.g. long 
form, abbreviationsymbol, etc.), a 
usage status anda technical status 
from the lifecycle (e.g. draft and 
released).

Dictionary

Management

Create a unified, independent
terminology within your company as 
astarting point for a preferred name 
ofan item. With eptos™ Terminology
Manager each product description 
has a set of terminological entries 
which may be used as alternative 
names for items in this class 
assigned, leads to a consistent 
terminology.

Master Data 
Management

With our eptos™ Terminology 
Manager,you have a consistent 
source for yourexternal 
communication that is
independent of different vendor/
manufacturers/standards. This
increases the quality of the data
sheets, for which the data is now
unified and well organized.

Product Information 
Management

Features
Central library of terminological concepts and
terminological entries

Full text search of terminological entries

Versioning of terminological entries description

Classification of terminological entries

Translation support by DeepL connector

Extension of entries with extended attributes

Integration with other eptos™ products

We are proud that eptos™ solutions are also successfully used by:

Reference customers

Do you have questions?
Contact us
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Benefits

Discover many tools and ways to manage and modify 
thedictionary such as reference the terminological 
concept,convenient keywords assignment, properties 
conceptcrosscheck and much more.

Visibility of Conceptualizations

For a newly created or modified terminological 
conceptyou will have full control over the workflow for 
releasingthese terminology elements including the 
usage status.

Maintenance Workflow

Terminological entries are fully translated and with 
eptos™Terminology Manager you will discover an easy 
and fastway of creating translations by using the 
relevantterminological entries of the language.

Support for Translations

Be sure, all changes and modifications are recorded 
andthe version history is tracked. All information is in 
perfectsafety.

Versioning and Change History

Tel.:  +43-1-236 66 68-0

info@paradine.at

paradine.at
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eptos™ Terminology Manager


